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motorola has implemented and implemented a user
interface and location settings or api (application
program interface) to help users track and limit the
amount of data used and the data collected from moto
and from third parties. if the user takes advantage of
these features, a one-time confirmation will be
presented to the user for final review, to allow the user
to disable the particular feature. if the user does not
take advantage of the features after the one-time
confirmation, the features will remain enabled. even
after the one-time confirmation, as the user uses the
features, additional data may be collected and in the
future the features may be updated or enhanced. the
user will be notified via moto or from the company's
app store that data collection is underway and that the
features are being used. if the user does not wish to
use the features, they may terminate the features, see
"definitions and notifications" below. motorola uses
data hosting and processing service providers to
support these activities. in addition, moto utilizes
google activity recognition to help understand
contextual data and determine which modes to
activate. once transferred to google, the contextual
data is handled in accordance with googles terms of
service and googles privacy policy. googles privacy
policy also provides further information on googles data
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collection and protection practices related to other
google analytics and product development tools that
motorola may use from time to time. moto assist uses
bluetooth low energy (ble) to communicate with a
bluetooth-enabled device. this communication is
initiated by the device and the moto assist app
synchronizes the device with the moto z and the moto z
force. this communication happens at regular intervals
to provide information about the device and assists in
setting various alarms. the type of data shared includes
the battery charge, battery temperature, battery
condition, low memory condition, the last known
location, the time to the next alarm, the current alarm
and so on. this information helps moto provide better
assistance and recommendations. moto assist requires
ble to function. you can find a list of compatible ble
devices at https://motorola.com/moto-assist/list-of-ble-
devices .
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when you install and use other software that
communicates with google, it will receive instructions

from google directing it to communicate information to
google, including personal information. for example,

after you download and install the mozilla firefox
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browser, you will be notified by a web page that
informs you that firefox is being updated. if you do not
accept the update or would like to prevent firefox from

sharing information with google, you will have the
opportunity to opt out of such an update at that time.

this is an example only and not an exhaustive list of all
the software providers that may communicate
information to google. lenovo collects personal

information in order to provide services to you and to
create a more personalized experience on our

websites. we also use this information to provide you
with information, offers, and products that may be of
interest to you. for more information, please see our

website privacy statement. in addition, this statement
does not apply to services provided by the

infrastructure solutions group (isg, formerly lenovo data
center group or dcg), lenovo's service & solutions group
(ssg), lenovo software (also known as stoneware, inc.),
or third party software and other services you install on

or access through your lenovo product(s). 2. lenovo'
partners. to provide products, services, or other

offerings that may be of interest to you, lenovo may
share your information with partner(s) that help market

and deliver our products and services. 3. legal
requirements. to help protect your privacy, lenovo may
need to disclose your personal information to comply
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with the law or respond to lawful requests or legal
process such as a search warrant, subpoena, statute, or

court order. 5ec8ef588b
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